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Previously, our international team proposed a three-tiered pattern classification (Pattern Classification) system for
endocervical adenocarcinoma of the usual type that correlates with nodal disease and recurrence. Pattern
Classification-A tumors have well-demarcated glands lacking destructive stromal invasion or lymphovascular
invasion, Pattern Classification-B tumors show localized, limited destructive invasion arising from A-type glands,
and Pattern Classification-C tumors have diffuse destructive stromal invasion, significant (filling a 4× field)
confluence, or solid architecture. Twenty-four cases of Pattern Classification-A, 22 Pattern Classification-B, and 38
Pattern Classification-C from the tumor set used in the original description were chosen using the reference
diagnosis originally established. One H&E slide per case was reviewed by seven gynecologic pathologists, four
from the original study. Kappa statistics were prepared, and cases with discrepancies reviewed. We found a
majority agreement with reference diagnosis in 81% of cases, with complete or near-complete (six of seven)
agreement in 50%. Overall concordance was 74%. Overall kappa (agreement among pathologists) was 0.488
(moderate agreement). Pattern Classification-B has lowest kappa, and agreement was not improved by combining
B+C. Six of seven reviewers had substantial agreement by weighted kappas (40.6), with one reviewer accounting
for the majority of cases under or overcalled by two tiers. Confluence filling a 4× field, labyrinthine glands, or solid
architecture accounted for undercalling other reference diagnosis-C cases. Missing a few individually infiltrative
cells was the most common cause of undercalling reference diagnosis-B. Small foci of inflamed, loose or
desmoplastic stroma lacking infiltrative tumor cells in reference diagnosis-A appeared to account for those cases
up-graded to Pattern Classification-B. In summary, an overall concordance of 74% indicates that the criteria can be
reproducibly applied by gynecologic pathologists. Further refinement of criteria should allow use of this powerful
classification system to delineate which cervical adenocarcinomas can be safely treated conservatively.
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Endocervical adenocarcinoma accounts for 15–20%
of cervical carcinoma, is increasing in incidence, and
often occurs in young women.1 Recently, our

international collaborative team proposed a novel
histopathologic pattern classification system for
endocervical adenocarcinoma that strongly correlates
with the risk of nodal metastases and recurrence.2,3

Pattern Classification classifies endocervical adeno-
carcinoma into one of three patterns based on the
degree of destructive stromal invasion and lympho-
vascular invasion, regardless of the depth of
invasion. Pattern Classification-A tumors have a
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non-destructive pattern of stromal invasion without
lymphovascular invasion. Pattern Classification-B
have early, small foci of destructive stromal invasion
typically arising from Pattern Classification-A type
glands, and may show lymphovascular invasion.
Pattern Classification-C tumors have diffuse destruc-
tive invasion, confluent patterns of invasion filling a
4× field, or high architectural grade (solid growth),
and frequent lymphovascular invasion. In the
two sets of patients studied to date including
over 400 patients3,4 Pattern Classification-A has not
shown nodal metastases or recurrences, Pattern
Classification-B has o5% risk of nodal metastases
or recurrences, with those cases with positive nodes
only found in tumors with lymphovascular invasion,
and Pattern Classification-C captures those endocer-
vical adenocarcinoma with a high rate, approxi-
mately 25%, of nodal metastases and recurrences.
Pattern Classification-A and -B have only been
identified in FIGO stage I tumors, with an approxi-
mately equal distribution between FIGO stages IA
and IB. In contrast, 15% of Pattern Classification-C
tumors were stage II or higher. These studies suggest
that Pattern Classification-A endocervical adenocar-
cinoma can be safely treated by excision with
negative margins without nodal sampling, and likely
do not need adjuvant therapy following surgery,
Pattern Classification-C may need aggressive therapy,
and treatment of Pattern Classification-B may be
individualized by the presence or absence of lym-
phovascular invasion.

FIGO staging, the presence or absence of lympho-
vascular invasion, tumor size42 cm, and proportion
of cervical wall thickness involved by tumor currently
guide treatment of endocervical adenocarcinoma.5

FIGO staging applies to both squamous cell carcinoma
and endocervical adenocarcinoma of the cervix.
When surgical therapy is undertaken, the National

Comprehensive Cancer Network treatment guidelines
mandate radical surgery with pelvic nodal dissection
for stage IA1 with lymphovascular invasion and any
tumor stage IA2 or higher, albeit with consideration of
fertility sparing surgery.6 The staging is a hybrid of
clinical examination and pathologic examination of
the tumor, with clinically visible tumors staged IB,
and those tumors only identified by microscopic
examination are staged7 according to depth of inva-
sion and horizontal extent of tumor. Thus, it is
essential to accurately measure depth of invasion,
which is intended to measure the depth of invasion
from the basement membrane of the epithelium from
which the invasion arose. It is often much easier for
the pathologist to measure depth of invasion for
squamous cell carcinoma; for instance if a small
tongue of invasive disease arises from an endocervical
gland involved by squamous carcinoma in situ (high-
grade squamous intraepithelial lesion, HSIL) only that
group of cells will be measured, even when there is
extensive HSIL. In contrast, determining which gland
from which a small endocervical adenocarcinoma
arose can be difficult, and for endocervical adenocar-
cinoma many suggest measuring depth of invasion
from the basement membrane of the surface
epithelium,8,9 a method that renders depth of inva-
sion equivalent to tumor thickness. This practice may
upstage endocervical adenocarcinoma when the
invasive component is admixed with endocervical
adenocarcinoma in situ (adenocarcinoma in situ).

Studies suggest that the Pattern Classification
better identifies those tumors with a low to no risk
of nodal metastases and recurrences than FIGO
substaging.2–4 Application of Pattern Classification
to clinical practice mandates that pathologists can
use it reproducibly. Moderate agreement (mean
pairwise kappa value of 0.51) was achieved in a
prior study of 49 endocervical adenocarcinoma.4

Table 1 Histologic criteria of the three Pattern Classifications

Pattern classification Criteria

Pattern Classification-A Well-demarcated glands with rounded contours, frequently forming groups
No destructive stromal invasion
No single cells or cell detachment
No lymphovascular invasion
Complex intraglandular growth acceptable, that is, cribriform, papillae
Lack of solid growth, that is, architecturally well-moderately differentiated
Depth of the tumor or relationship to large cervical vessels not relevant

Pattern Classification-B Localized (limited, early) destructive stromal invasion arising from pattern A (well-demarcated) glands
Individual or small groups of tumor cells, separated from the rounded gland, often in a focally
desmoplastic or inflamed stroma
Foci may be single, multiple, or linear at base of tumor
Lymphovascular invasion ±
Lack of solid growth, that is, architecturally well-moderately differentiated

Pattern Classification-C Diffuse destructive stromal invasion, characterized by diffusely infiltrative glands, with associated
extensive desmoplastic response
Confluent growth filling a 4× field (5mm): glands, papillae (stroma only within papillae), or mucin lakes
Glands often angulated or with a canalicular pattern, with interspersed open glands
Solid, poorly differentiated component (architecturally high grade); nuclear grade is disregarded
Lymphovascular invasion ±
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The goal of this study is to further test the
reproducibility in a larger study using a subset of
the original cases,2,3 and examine those cases with
variability to clarify and illustrate the Pattern
Classification criteria.

Materials and methods

Eighty-four cases were chosen from the original
group of 352 to include 24 cases of Pattern
Classification-A, 22 Pattern Classification-B, and 38
Pattern Classification-C. Cases were chosen to
achieve an approximate equal distribution of the
three pattern classifications as in the original study,
to include cases so that each criteria will need to be
used, and to choose cases with the highest quality
and representative single H&E slide. The reference
diagnosis was established by the original studies that
included follow-up information, with arbitration of
difficult cases by the first and senior authors, in the
absence of a 'gold standard'. One H&E slide per case
was distributed to seven gynecologic pathologists,
four from the original group. There was a time delay
of more than a year between the original review and
this study, in an attempt to obviate bias among the
original group. The reviewers were provided with
reproductions of our second paper, including a table
listing criteria (Table 1), clues to distinguish Pattern
Classification-A from Pattern Classification-C
(Table 2),3 and additional hints for distinguishing

Pattern Classification-A from Pattern Classification-B
(Figure 1).

Statistical analysis included a seven rater (overall)
kappa, simple and weighted kappas and Spearman
correlation coefficient for each reviewer, and Pattern
Classification-A vs Pattern Classification-B+C kappa
statistics, performed by a biostatistician using SAS
version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Kappa of
0–0.2 is slight, 0.2–0.4 fair, 0.4–0.6 moderate, 0.6–0.8
substantial, and 0.8–1 almost perfect agreement.10
The proportions of diagnoses overinterpreted or
underinterpreted, by one or two steps, relative to
the reference diagnosis were determined.11

After results and comments from the reviewers
were collated, problematic cases, including those
with majority disagreement with the reference diag-
nosis, those in which there were choices from all
three categories, or those with a discrepancy of two
tiers were re-reviewed by the first and senior authors.

Results

The majority of reviewers agreed with the reference
diagnosis in 68 (81%) cases, with complete or near-
complete (6/7) agreement in 50%. Examples of cases
with excellent concordance are illustrated in Figure 2.

Correlation statistics calculated for Pattern
Classification-A vs Pattern Classification-B vs Pattern
Classification-C are provided for each of the
reviewers; P1 to P4 were pathologists from the
original group (Table 3). The simple kappa (non-
ordinal test) showed substantial agreement by three
reviewers, and moderate by four. Weighted kappa
showed substantial agreement by six reviewers
(86%) and moderate agreement by one reviewer.
Spearman’s correlation coefficient ranged from 0.581
to 0.853. The overall kappa of 0.49 represents
moderate agreement. Overall kappa for Pattern
Classification-A was 0.54, for Pattern Classification-
B 0.32, and for Pattern Classification-C 0.59, indicat-
ing the greatest reproducibility for Pattern
Classification-C. Agreement is more than can be
expected from chance (Po0.0001) for each kappa.
Combining Pattern Classification-B+C achieves the

Table 2 Features to distinguish Pattern Classification A from
Pattern Classification C

Pattern A Pattern C

Diffuse desmoplasia No Yes
Gland contours Round Angulated
Interspersed open glandsa No Yes
Cluster or groups of glands Yes No
Canalicular patternb No Yes

aOpen glands (incomplete glandular structures) describe glands with a
discontinuous contour showing a break opening to the stroma, often
associated with loosened stroma and/or inflammatory cells. bCanali-
cular pattern means labyrinthine, interconnected glands.

Entire tumor shows rounded, lobulated 
glands without desmoplastic response.  
Lymphovascular invasion - negative

Any focus with inflammation, a few 
angulated or open glands, or glands with 
more abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm

Low Power Examination

Pattern Classification-A High Power Examination

No Small groups, or individual tumor cells in the 
stroma separated from the type-A glands, or 
lymphovascular invasion YesPattern Classification -B

Figure 1 Flow sheet to distinguish Pattern Classification-A from Pattern Classification-B.
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same kappa, 0.54 as for Pattern Classification-
A alone.

The distribution of scoring opportunities (Table 4)
shows agreement with the reference diagnosis in 129
of 168 (77%) of reference diagnosis-A, 104 of 154
(68%) of reference diagnosis-B, and 205 of 266 (77%)

of reference diagnosis-C, for an overall concordance
of 74%. The six scoring opportunities of reference
diagnosis-A called Pattern Classification-C were six
cases all from one reviewer and represent 3% of
scoring opportunities. The 16 scoring opportunities
of reference diagnosis-C under-called by two steps

Figure 2 Cases with excellent reproducibility. (a) Low power of reference diagnosis-A correctly diagnosed by all seven reviewers. This
tumor has deep invasion lacking a stromal response, with lobulated groups of rounded glands, some adjacent to thick-walled vessels
(original magnification ×2). (b) Another reference diagnosis-A correctly diagnosed by all reviewers. There is intraglandular complexity but
the shape of each gland in relation to the stroma is rounded. There is no stromal response (original magnification ×4). (c) This reference
diagnosis-B tumor was correctly diagnosed by five of seven reviewers. There are small buds of infiltrating tumor cells, with slightly more
abundant, eosinophilic cytoplasm arising from type A glands. The focus of destructive invasion also shows an inflammatory infiltrate
(original magnification ×20). (d) This reference diagnosis-B tumor was correctly diagnosed by six of seven reviewers. There are a variety of
patterns, with adenocarcinoma in situ lower right, type A glands upper left, type B glands on the right, and lymphovascular invasion (arrow)
(original magnification ×10). (e) Many Pattern Classification-C tumors can be easily recognized immediately by both diffuse destructive
invasion with extensive desmoplasia and confluence; this tumor was diagnosed as Pattern Classification-C by all seven reviewers (original
magnification ×4). (f) Pattern Classification-C tumors may be smaller than a 4× field, but show an extensive desmoplastic response filling
all of the stroma between the glands; this case was called Pattern Classification-C by six of seven reviewers (original magnification ×4).
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were six cases under-called by various reviewers,
representing 6% of reference diagnosis-C scoring
opportunities. Thus, the scoring opportunity data
indicate a 9% significant (2 = tier) under- or over-
interpretation rate.

There were 16 cases in which the majority of
pathologists did not agree with the reference diag-
nosis, including four reference diagnosis-A, four
reference diagnosis-B, and eight reference
diagnosis-C. These cases and those cases misclassi-
fied by two steps underwent intensive review of the
glass slides to determine potential reasons for
discrepancy. The most common reason identified
for undercalling reference diagnosis-C was to not
apply the criterion of confluent tumor filling a 4 ×
field (Figure 3a). The term confluent has been used
for different patterns over time, but in this context
indicates a lack of stroma separating the malignant
glands, or confluence of tumor papillae, with stroma
only within the papillary cores. These confluence
criteria are not intended to apply to the exophytic
papillary component,3 but this distinction proved
difficult in several cases (Figures 3b and c). A
canalicular, or labyrinthine growth pattern, is a
criterion for Pattern Classification-C even if the
tumor is smaller than a 4× field (Figure 3d).

Non-recurrent issues were also identified. One
reference diagnosis-C case with subtle diffuse infiltra-
tion but without a significant desmoplastic response
nevertheless had extensive lymphovascular invasion,
lack of clustering of glands, and focal angulated
glands (Figures 4a and b). The one reference
diagnosis-C case with a solid architecture included
in this study proved controversial, with only one
reviewer classifying as Pattern Classification-C and 6
as Pattern Classification-A (Figure 4c). When a linear
area of destructive invasion exceeds a 4× field, it is
classified as Pattern Classification-C; not applying
these criteria resulted in undercalling a few reference
diagnosis-C cases (Figure 4d). A final factor identified
was difficulty in interpretation due to a partially
obscuring inflammatory infiltrate.

Early destructive invasion in a Pattern
Classification-B can be focal, multifocal, or a linear
area at the advancing front of the tumor measuring
less than a 4× field, that is o5mm. Missing a small
focus of individual cells or small detached fragments
of adenocarcinoma cells appeared to be the cause of
the 20% of scoring opportunities in which reference
diagnosis-B was classified as Pattern Classification-A.

Six reference diagnosis-A cases were called Pat-
tern Classification-C by one reviewer; one possible
reason is that the lobulation characteristic of Pattern
Classification-A may be subtle (Figure 5a). Another
reference diagnosis-A tumor with branched, irregu-
larly sized glands, but overall rounded shape also
proved difficult (Figure 5b). Reference diagnosis-A
cases with minor foci of inflamed, loose, or desmo-
plastic stroma without infiltrative tumor cells
accounted for up-grading to Pattern Classification-B
in a few cases (Figure 5c). The intended meaning of
the criterion of a desmoplastic response is spindled,
loose stroma that contains individual or small
detached groups of adenocarcinoma cells. Thus,
Pattern Classification-A tumors may show minor,

Table 3 Correlation statistics

Pathologist no.
Simple
kappa

Weighted
kappa

Spearman
correlation

1 0.710 0.781 0.853
2 0.681 0.737 0.808
3 0.549 0.522 0.581
4 0.529 0.602 0.717
5 0.704 0.779 0.867
6 0.595 0.640 0.700
7 0.535 0.635 0.719

Figure 2 (Continued).
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Figure 3 Cases of reference diagnosis-C without full concurrence. (a) Confluent growth filling a low power field (4 × ) is seen in this
reference diagnosis-C; this case was called Pattern Classification-B by five reviewers, and Pattern Classification-C by two (original
magnification ×4). (b) This reference diagnosis-C case was called Pattern Classification-B by four and Pattern Classification-C by three
reviewers. There is both confluence of glands and papillae at the luminal aspect (left), as well as an inflamed, desmoplastic stromal
response in the lower right (original magnification ×4). (c) This polypoid tumor with confluence only towards the luminal portion of the
tumor, a reference diagnosis-C due to confluence filling a 4× field was called Pattern Classification-C by only three reviewers (original
magnification ×2). Further experience with exophytic tumors is necessary. (d) This reference diagnosis-C tumor was called Pattern
Classification-A by 2, Pattern Classification-B by 3, and Pattern Classification-C by 2 reviewers, respectively. This small tumor shows a
labyrinthine pattern and a spindled, desmoplastic and inflamed stroma (original magnification ×10).

Table 4 Distribution of scoring opportunities by reference diagnosis

7 pathologists' diagnoses of 84 cases

Pattern Classification A,
no. (%)

Pattern Classification B,
no. (%)

Pattern Classification C,
no. (%) Total

Reference diagnosis-A (24 cases) 129 (77) 33 (20) 6 (3) 168
Reference diagnosis-B (22 cases) 31 (20) 104 (68) 19 (12) 154
Reference diagnosis-C (38 cases) 16 (6) 45 (17) 205 (77) 266
Total 180 179 229 588
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focal desmoplasia, loosening of the stroma, or an
inflammatory response so long as these foci do not
contain individual or small groups of infiltrative
tumor cells; this distinction requires a high-power
examination.

The comments were collated for recurrent issues.
One reviewer in particular entertained adenocarci-
noma in situ rather than an invasive tumor in 11
reference diagnosis-A cases, whereas the other
reviewers predominantly classified these cases as

Figure 4 Additional cases of reference diagnosis-C without full concurrence. (a) Reference diagnosis-C tumor called Pattern Classification-
A by one, Pattern Classification-B by three, and Pattern Classification-C by three reviewers, respectively. The tumor demonstrates small,
often angulated glands irregularly sprinkled in the stroma lacking a lobulated architecture (original magnification ×4). (b) The same tumor
as in (a) with lymphovascular invasion (arrow) and angulated gland (original magnification ×20). (c) Reference diagnosis-C case classified
as Pattern Classification-C by one and Pattern Classification-A by six reviewers. The tumor has a predominantly solid growth pattern,
meeting criteria for solid growth in Pattern Classification-C, despite the rounded interface of the tumor nests with the stroma (original
magnification ×10). (d) Reference diagnosis-C due to a linear area of destructive invasion at the base of the tumor exceeding a 4× field
(45 mm). This case was called Pattern Classification-B by four and Pattern Classification-C by three reviewers, respectively (original
magnification ×4).
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Pattern Classification-A. Several reviewers indicated
that in practice, in particular for Pattern
Classification-B cases, they would have ordered
additional levels. There was considerable controversy
about the application of confluent growth only when
located in the polypoid or luminal aspect of the

tumor. A villoglandular pattern was suggested by at
least one reviewer in five cases, including one with
reference diagnosis of A, one B, and three C. Other
comments related to the precise cutoff between focal/
limited vs diffuse invasion distinguish Pattern
Classification-B from Pattern Classification-C; thus

Figure 5 Reference diagnosis-A cases without full concurrence. (a) Reference diagnosis-A tumor called Pattern Classification-A by two,
Pattern Classification-B by four, and Pattern Classification-C by one reviewer, respectively. At low power a lobulated architecture by
rounded glands can be appreciated. There is crowding and surface inflammation but no individual infiltrative cells were present (original
magnification ×4). (b) Reference diagnosis-A tumor called Pattern Classification-A by five, Pattern Classification-B by one, and Pattern
Classification-C by one reviewer, respectively. There are deeply invasive glands adjacent to thick-walled vessels and small nerve twigs.
Although the glands are branched they are generally rounded (original magnification ×10). (c) This reference diagnosis-A case was called
Pattern Classification-A by three and Pattern Classification-B by four reviewers. Loosening may be present focally surrounding Pattern A
type glands, but without infiltrative individual or small groups of tumor cells within the loosened stroma (original magnification ×10).
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these comments indicate issues on the application of
the quantitative criteria.

Discussion

There are two competing views of endocervical
adenocarcinoma, first that it has a more aggressive
and unpredictable behavior than the more common
squamous cell carcinoma.12,13 In addition, although
the majority of endocervical adenocarcinoma are
related to high-risk HPV, rare non-HPV-related
subtypes including clear cell, minimal deviation,
and gastric14–18 can be difficult to recognize and are
aggressive. Thus, in practice there is a tendency to
accept radical surgery and nodal dissection even for
FIGO stage IA1 tumors lacking lymphovascular
invasion.19 Alternatively, the opposing viewpoint is
that endocervical adenocarcinoma do not have a
worsened prognosis compared with squamous cell
carcinoma,19 and that identifying reproducible cri-
teria for which patients can be treated less aggres-
sively is urgently needed.20–22 Studies suggest that
Pattern Classification provides a safe and reproduci-
ble means to predict the risks of nodal disease and
recurrence for endocervical adenocarcinoma.2–4

The gynecologic pathologists in our study were
able to correctly identify 77% of reference diagnosis-
C, which is in agreement with our initial experience
that most Pattern Classification-C tumors can be
easily recognized by the irregular infiltrative glands
associated with an extensive desmoplastic response.
The recognition of labyrinthine glands, solid archi-
tecture, or confluence especially in the application of
one of the size-related criteria proved somewhat
more difficult. The criterion of confluent growth
filling a 4× field, composed of glands, papillae
(stroma only within papillae), or mucin lakes
containing tumor cells can be viewed as a means to
detect Pattern Classification-C tumors that may lack
an obvious desmoplastic response. The other quan-
titative criterion for Pattern Classification-C, a linear
focus of destructive invasion at the base or advan-
cing front of the tumor filling the diameter of a 4 ×
field (45mm), is intended to provide a quantitative
guideline for the amount of destructive invasion to
distinguish Pattern Classification-B from Pattern
Classification-C, although further study of the size-
related criteria may be necessary. Additional studies
on the individual criteria for Pattern Classification-C
are underway to allow refinement of the criteria.

Pattern Classification-B tumors describe those
endocervical adenocarcinoma that would be Pattern
Classification-A except for early, focal destructive
stromal invasion that may be single, multifocal, or
linear o5mm at the tumor base, and/or lymphovas-
cular invasion. The current study found the least
degree of reproducibility for reference diagnosis-B
tumors. In 20% of scoring opportunities they were
underclassified as Pattern Classification-A, although it
should be noted that this may be due in part to the

study design, in which only a single H&E slide was
available for review. In cases lacking lymphovascular
invasion, this would not be expected to affect out-
come; however, lymphovascular invasion was over-
looked in a few cases, making the point that careful
screening for lymphovascular invasion is essential.

Pattern Classification-A shows rounded glands
lined by columnar cells with pseudostratified cells
and no or only focal stromal response, with no
cellular budding or individual cells in the stroma.
The presence of lymphovascular invasion must be
searched for particularly at the edges of the tumor as
lymphovascular invasion disqualifies a tumor from
Pattern Classification-A. It is important to emphasize
that Pattern Classification-A tumors may show deep
invasion, and on a biopsy, excisional specimen, or
cone biopsy, a definitive Pattern Classification-A or
Pattern Classification-B cannot be assigned when the
margin is positive. Additionally, tumors with a
predominant Pattern Classification-A pattern but
with associated desmoplasia, inflammation, loca-
lized edema, or broken glands need to be carefully
examined, perhaps with multiple levels, to detect
any individual or small groups of infiltrative cells,
and especially any lymphovascular invasion that
would exclude Pattern Classification-A.

The differential diagnosis of a Pattern Classi-
fication-A tumor includes adenocarcinoma in situ.
The distinction between adenocarcinoma in situ and
endocervical adenocarcinoma is difficult and can
only be made in 80% of cases.23,24 Standard criteria to
distinguish invasive endocervical adenocarcinoma
from adenocarcinoma in situ include fragmented
glands with finger-like projections into the stroma,
stromal response,25 lymphovascular invasion,9 exten-
sion of the neoplastic glands beyond the deepest
normal endocervical crypt, glands adjacent to thick-
walled vessels,26 and significant complexity of glands
or papillae.8,24,27 It should be noted that all of the
cases in the current study were originally diagnosed
as invasive according to these standard criteria and
treated as such. We acknowledge that use of those
criteria that do not involve destructive stromal
invasive patterns may result in some in situ lesions
to be called invasive. We would contend that one of
the strengths of the Pattern Classification system is
that it obviates these difficulties, as such tumors
would be termed either in situ or Pattern Classifica-
tion-A, and could be treated similarly.

Most prior studies on conservative therapy
focused on very small endocervical adenocarcinoma,
termed early invasive28 or microinvasive. Some use
the term microinvasive as equivalent to stage IA1,
others for stages IA1 and IA2 regardless of lympho-
vascular invasion,29 and both Society of Gynecologic
Oncology30 and National Comprehensive Cancer
Network as stage IA1 lacking lymphovascular inva-
sion. The rate of nodal disease in microinvasive
disease is low, with rates of o1%6 to 1.5%.31 A
review of SEER data including 560 cases found no
significant differences between stages IA1 and IA2
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endocervical adenocarcinoma in the frequency of
positive lymph nodes, recurrence, or death.32 One
contributor to the similar outcome of stages IA1 and
IA2 disease may be the problems associated with the
pathological measurement of depth of invasion. This
is more problematic for endocervical adenocarci-
noma than cervical squamous cell carcinoma as the
measured tumor thickness may be used as a
substitute for depth of invasion, as previously
discussed; this approach is purported to be safer,
but actually results in overstaging tumors with an
extensive adenocarcinoma in situ component and
only a small invasive component. It may be that
measuring the 'Depth of Destructive Invasion' (DODI)
and carefully noting the presence or absence of
lymphovascular invasion would allow translation of
the pattern classification used in the current study
into clinical practice. Pattern Classification-A endo-
cervical adenocarcinomas have a DODI of 0, Pattern
Classification-B a DODIo3mm and a horizontal
extent of DODI o7mm, and most but not all Pattern
Classification-C show more extensive DODI.
Although no patient with a Pattern Classification-A
endocervical adenocarcinoma reported to date has
been found to have nodal metastases, some tumors
that would qualify as Pattern Classification-A
(including some initially interpreted as adenocarci-
noma in situ) have had ovarian metastases.33,34 It
may be that Pattern Classification-A tumors should
be treated similarly to adenocarcinoma in situ.35 In
addition, criteria for adjuvant therapy following
surgery often include a size 42 cm,36 yet some
Pattern Classification-A tumors are 42 cm in size;
we suggest that pattern classification could also
guide the need for adjuvant therapy.

The pattern of invasion affects prognosis in other
organs and other histologic subtypes of carcinoma.
Intestinal-type mucinous carcinomas of the ovary
with expansile or confluent glandular invasion have
a significantly better prognosis compared with those
with destructive or infiltrative stromal invasion.37,38
We had originally discussed whether a two-tiered
system of expansile vs destructive stromal invasion
could be applied to endocervical adenocarcinoma, as
the prognostic implication may be similar. The term
expansile, however, did not seem to be an adequate
descriptor for Pattern Classification-A. A destructive
stromal invasive pattern also is associated with a
worsened prognosis for squamous cell carcinoma of
the vulva and cervix.39,40 Although our studies have
focused only on endocervical adenocarcinoma, it
may be that similar tumor mechanisms operate for
multiple tumor types. Additionally, our findings
confirm many other studies indicating that lympho-
vascular invasion is an indicator of poor prognosis
for endocervical adenocarcinoma.20,41

The current reproducibility study found an overall
concordance of 74%, and substantial agreement with
the reference diagnosis was achieved by 86% of the
reviewers. Two studies, including the current, have
now shown moderate to substantial reproducibility;4

this level of concordance and reproducibility is in
the same range as other pathology studies for well-
established diagnostic categories.11,42,43 The study
by Paquette et al.4 suggested that reproducibility is
improved by grouping Pattern Classification-B and
-C, and the authors suggested that a two-tier system
may be preferable. In the current study, however, the
reproducibility of Pattern Classification-A vs Pattern
Classification-B+C only achieved the same kappa
statistic as that for Pattern Classification-A alone,
thus we did not find improved reproducibility with a
two-tier system. Additionally we believe the middle
category of Pattern Classification-B improves the
clinical utility, as Pattern Classification-B tumors
without lymphovascular invasion do very well and
even Pattern Classification-B tumors with lympho-
vascular invasion do not behave as aggressively as
Pattern Classification-C tumors. Thus, the three-
tiered pattern classification is recommended.

In summary, the current reproducibility study
found overall substantial agreement. Close attention
to the presence or absence of lymphovascular
invasion, and examination of the entire tumor when
initial sections show Pattern Classification-A or
Pattern Classification-B, is essential to proper pattern
classification. Tumors with overall features of Pattern
Classification-A but with small foci of desmoplasia,
stromal loosening, or inflammation should be exam-
ined carefully at high power, and perhaps with
multiple levels to rule out individual or small groups
of tumor cells or lymphovascular invasion that would
indicate a Pattern Classification-B. The reproduci-
bility of Pattern Classification-C is the highest of the
three patterns as diffuse destructive invasion can
usually be easily recognized, although further studies
on confluence, size criteria, solid growth patterns,
and cases that are less than classic may be necessary.
We are considering development of a web page with
multiple drawing and illustrations of the three
patterns. Additional studies on use of DODI, applica-
tion to endocervical adenocarcinoma variants, and
clinical aspects should allow use of this powerful
classification system to delineate which endocervical
adenocarcinoma can be safely treated conservatively.
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